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Hebios makes all things right.
Right round and happy
Where destruction breaks
And shatters stone
And wrecks
and

Destroys with flashes of iron
the broken stems,
where tender roots were, down
Right, chiefs and waste
of darkness to choke and drown.

A curious god to find;
Yet in the sand findable;
Suns, the Hypermion best
As flashes of whited clay,
great hero, haunted lord
In petals, dust and wind fell—
On the ground—queen

Rather the weight, they tell,
The Indus's dentate shell,
Athena's civic steady
caught over the white shell,
Advice sat to hear
the few who meant it.

Yet even then what help, should
she not turn, not note
the height of forehead, imperial, front,
draw near to show the

To sing — we set the case
Athena weighted down
for heads with a light touch
maynap the steel set to protect
shear or head.